The BDD
Maturity Model
—
A Leveled Approach to Scale Behavior Driven Development
(and Keep Your Sanity in the Process)
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Overview
Behavior-driven development is on the rise.

way to improve collaboration between business

Nearly all companies that develop software (92

testers, expert testers and developers, all in the

percent, to be exact) are using some kind of

name of creating better software — that meets

test-first methodology, according to VersionOne’s

the needs of its users and the business developing

2017 State of Agile Report. The bulk of those

it — faster.

companies are using test driven development
(TDD) or acceptance test driven development
(ATDD), with only 16 percent performing the more
advanced behavior-driven development (BDD).
That’s because it’s much more difficult to
successfully perform BDD — but VersionOne’s
report shows development teams are making
significant progress.
As Gabo Esquivel notes, TDD is more of a
paradigm than a process. While TDD calls for
writing test cases before code is written, it does
not specify things like where development should
begin, what should be tested, or how those tests
should be structured and named — all of which
BDD prescribes — and all of which is much more
difficult to achieve.But rapid adoption of TDD and
ATDD show that the foundations are in place for
a significant uptick in BDD adoption. Though the
percentage is still relatively small, the number of
teams performing BDD has nearly doubled (from 9
to 16 percent) in just one year. Open source tools
like Cucumber/Gherkin and SpecFlow/Gherkin
(for .NET) are raising their profile in parallel, as
more teams adopt specification languages as a
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The following maturity model is designed to help
you assess where your team is on the journey to
BDD maturity. This guide will give you a framework
for understanding your team’s progress as they
gain experience and better define new processes.
The model includes five maturity levels, which are
based on the adoption patterns we’ve seen as
organizations mature and progress through the
BDD learning curve.
By assessing your team’s current maturity and
outlining a plan to progress to the next level, this
guide will help you determine the incremental
steps for your team to take to continue making
progress towards BDD maturity. Implementing
BDD involves significant process changes, both
within and outside the QA team. This change
usually come with substantial bumps in the road,
but in our experience it is well worth the effort.
Teams with mature BDD practices also tend to be
further along in their DevOps journey — DevOps
calls for quality at speed, and by shifting testing
left with BDD, these teams are delivering faster
without sacrificing quality.
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LE VEL 1

BDD Collaboration Begins
“We collaborate, we record that collaboration in some form of specification and then we automate
that specification to drive out the implementation.”
— Cucumber.io

At level one, your team has started to dip their toes into BDD as a viable development and testing
methodology. The team’s initial focus should reside in making collaboration work across all team
members. This means that they have some level on consistency around the roles of the three amigos
— the product owner, developer and tester — in an agile environment. At this stage, the three amigos
work together to design acceptance criteria by exploring and discovering the needs of the business.
At this level, the team should be able to use their understanding of business goals to question the form
(and at times, the validity) of the features the business is asking for. Once the team has mastered this
skill, they have paved the way for true alignment between business requirements and the features being
developed and tested.
Your team should be familiar with the concept of living documentation, but it’s likely that there hasn’t
been any formal training for writing in the Gherkin syntax and team members are not yet familiar with
advanced concepts of data tables and test tags. Even though team is documenting in the Gherkin style
for features and test scenarios, there is no standardization of tools, and that’s o.k. They may be writing
acceptance criteria and test scenarios on note cards or a whiteboard. And manual execution of the
scenarios is likely performed outside of any test automation.
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Phase 1 Achievements
Collaboration is improved through early “three
amigos” sessions, and alignment improves between
the business and engineering teams
Example mapping sessions demonstrate visible
progress and help gain executive level buy-in
The team is highly focused on making sure the
building blocks of the BDD process are in place
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Next Steps
You’re writing Gherkin-style scenarios. Now it’s time
to put the proper tools in place.
User stories are clearly related to business outcomes. Now it’s time to implement them with code
and write automated tests.
Proper use of Gherkin syntax is sporadic. Now that
the team has had a chance to practice, it’s time to
introduce additional Gherkin concepts, like feature,
background, and data tables, to increase test case
writing efficiency.
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LE VEL 2

BDD Frameworks & Tools Are Chosen & Implemented
“We collaborate, we record that collaboration in some form of specification and then we automate
that specification to drive out the implementation.”
— Cucumber.io

At level two, your team should evaluate tools and select one that can tie the BDD process together. Prior
to this, team’s might have wrote their acceptance criteria and scenarios in notepad or physically on note
cards. Tools like Specflow, Cucumber, Jbehave, and Gauge are all valid candidates your team should
discuss when determining which tool is best for them. For simplicity’s sake, in this maturity model, we
are going to assume that Cucumber has been chosen as the collaboration tool for BDD transformation.
To minimize re-work, teams will adopt a domain specific language required by their particular BDD
methodology. For example, if your team has chosen to work with Cucumber, the team will also learn and
become familiar with the Gherkin syntax structure during level two. This lays the groundwork for test
driven development and test automation.
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Phase 2 Achievements
Proper tools are in place and connected
You’ve laid the groundwork for automating test
scenarios
The proper syntax is now familiar with all
team members
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Next Steps
Features need to be versioned with source code for
version control and test automation
Reuse of test scenarios should increase
Features should be connected with enterprise agile
planning tools (i.e. Jira Software, VersionOne)
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LE VEL 3

Systems Connect for Development & Automation
Up to this point, all features and scenarios have yet to be connected with source code (i.e. Git) and
typical project management tools (i.e. Jira Software). Integration with source code enables developers to
implement features and testers to add automated step definitions.
Once source code is connected, development uses the test scenarios to drive the implementation of
the feature. Testers can then execute the test scenarios that validate the defined behavior and drive
automated deployments.
At this stage, your team also needs to link features with project management tools in order provide
traceability for sprint progress. For example, you may have epics and user stories to that are being
tracked in typical scrum environments on To Do,” “In Progress,” and “Done” status’. Communicating your
BDD processes back to these key artifacts enables you to justify sprint completion.
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Phase 3 Achievements

Next Steps

Features are stored with source code for source
of truth

A proper mix of manual vs. automated test scenarios has not been established

Results and status rolled up to overall project plan
for acceptance criteria

Automated test scenarios are not yet tied into
continuous integration (Jenkins)

Features status help progress issues
into production

ChatOps notifications have not been enabled for
systemic communication
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LE VEL 4

CI & Systematic Collaboration Become Standard
One of the main reasons teams give up on BDD is a lack of automated test scenarios. Teams will
stop short of adding automated step definitions and simply run their scenarios manually after
development has implemented the feature. However, to achieve true BDD maturity, automated
test scenarios are a must.
At level 4, teams need to start thinking about marrying their development team’s test-driven
development (TDD) process, if applicable, with BDD processes in testing. Not all teams take on TDD, but
if the development team is practicing TDD, it’s typically happening at the time application code is being
written, and BDD can be a good partner here. However, lots of teams successfully implement BDD and
ATDD without ever moving all the way to TDD. If that’s the case, after code commits and refactoring has
been completed, testers would stay focused on functional automation related to the test scenarios.
Teams taking on test-driven development should be generating automated code stubs once a feature
has been created. This practice sends failing step definitions into a Git repository, which mandates
attention to the feature. Since the code repository is connected to the CI pipeline, the team cannot
progress until they add test automation and ensure the automated tests pass.
Lastly, teams must also include Exploratory and usability testing after their test scenarios have been
automated. As mentioned earlier, BDD usually breaks down when the test scenarios are not automated
and simply ran through like traditional manual test steps. However, this does not mean that we throw
out any test planning that included exploratory and usability testing.
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Phase 4 Achievements
You’ve mastered test driven development (TDD) as
part of your BDD process

Next Steps
Team-level reporting
Executive-level reporting for BDD progress

Feature file results are reported back through the CI
pipeline for full continuous integration
ChatOps workflows instantly alert team members
when results fail
A proper mix of exploratory testing has been added
to your test cycle
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LE VEL 5

Measuring BDD Success With Reporting
It seems that every maturity model ends with a focus on reporting, and for good reason. Reporting is
the best way to establish a consistent method for measuring your progress against your goals. When
reporting on BDD, too many teams stop short at reporting which scenarios passed and which scenarios
failed. While that’s an important metric that allows teams to rapidly respond to broken builds, it’s also
important to report on some higher-level metrics that will help you measure and communicate business
value. After all, that’s what BDD is all about — aligning the business with the engineering team, and
delivering business value with each release.
So what does that mean for your reporting processes? The DevOps manager will need traceability
reports to understand which features (code) are ready to be pushed to production. Executives will
appreciate a high-level overview of progress for each project and team. The executive-level report should
include measurements like risk profile, time spend and average number of test scenarios per feature, as
well as scenario automation progress.. Not only will this help you keep your executive team in the loop,
it will help get you and your team into the mindset of delivering and communicating business value with
each release.
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Phase 5 Achievements
Pipeline analysis is given in live dashboard as a key
indication around current state of business value
delivery
Phase analysis is given through drill down detail into
certain handoffs/areas in the pipeline to analyze
why they are speeding up/slowing down

Next Steps
Present business case to management for
extending BDD adoption
Remove silos and extend BDD process
across teams

Retrospective views summarize data for review after
the completion of a sprint or major release
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Getting Started
Now that we have discussed some steps to maturity, how should you get started down the path to
BDD? Here are some practical steps to jump-start BDD at your organization.

CREATE A SMALL GROUP
Find team members that want to do something different. That’s a simple statement, but the journey to BDD
requires a huge mindshift with lots of experimentation. Teams that were the first to move from waterfall to
agile might be a good place to start. Strengthen your chances that the group will succeed by including business
stakeholders as well as developers and testers.

FOCUS ON THE PROCESS
Before you start “doing BDD,” it is critical to understand the additional level of trust that the process requires.
If your team is not bought into the process, they will instantly become frustrated. That’s because BDD requires
a more tightly integrated scrum team than you have ever had in the past. In typical scrum teams, you have
mixtures of the scrum master, testers and developers. However, most of the time, team members can quickly
create the mini siloes where requirements, code and test are not connected.

PERFORM EXAMPLE MAPPING
Example mapping will quickly identify potential communication breakdowns. Set up a whiteboard, stick post-it
notes on a wall, or use an agile planning tool like Jira Software to create concrete examples through continuous
conversation. Each example mapping session includes four types of information objects, which build on each
other: stories, rules, examples and questions. As your team talks through how the examples will behave in the
system, they will naturally form the basis for acceptance tests.
Example mapping will also help you accurately define the project’s scope. If a single story ends up having 50
rules, for example, it could be broken into multiple smaller stories. Or if the team has more questions than
examples, you may need to reconsider that feature. Read more about Example Mapping here.

LEARN CORRECT GHERKIN
Believe it or not, there is a correct way to write Gherkin syntax. Just because your teams use “Given...When...
Then…” does not mean they can’t be improved. There is a correct time to use each syntax, along with
connecting logic by using an “And…” statement. Don’t forget that using data tables and scenario outlines can
also be helpful when detailing complex scenarios that require a data driven approach.

ADOPT CUCUMBER AND START GETTING TECHNICAL
Now is the time to start figuring out the technical aspects of your BDD process: choosing your BDD
collaboration framework, performing source code integration, setting up continuous integration and tying it
all together with reporting. Having the non-technical, foundational elements in place first will ensure you can
continue your progress toward BDD maturity — and save your team a lot of frustration.
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ABOUT Q AS YM P H O N Y

—

QASymphony accelerates digital transformation
with software testing solutions that help
enterprises prioritize quality, develop more
reliable software and increase speed to market.
The qTest Platform streamlines software testing
in agile and DevOps environments and centralizes
testing efforts across the enterprise. By taking
a strategic approach to quality, QASymphony
enables enterprises to develop higher-quality
software, faster, to better support new business
models and customer experiences.

—
For more information about assessing or extending your team’s BDD maturity, visit
qaymphony.com or request a demo
For more information about the benefits of BDD in DevOps enviornments,
read Why Behavior Driven Development is the Secret Sauce for Testing in DevOps

To get started with a FREE TRIAL of qTest, visit qasymphony.com/qtest-trial-qascom

